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Not much, at least, as evidenced by the frequent use of tunes in lossless DTS -The HD Master Audio 5.1 track (on the same
channel) is only available when viewing and listening online. The sound transmitted in 7.1 and 5.0 formats can be replaced by

just only by setting DTS or any of the plug-ins that support streaming audio in the settings. Musical audio effects in DVD
trackers are not supported. The sound in all tracks is identical, which confirms the health of the player. Of the pluses, I want to

note the small size of the utility - about 220 kb (is it a lot for DTS2)? (as strange as it sounds). There is also no built-in
stopwatch for the track. The track download page updates itself, which is important for many hours of work when watching a

long movie. Files are loaded into the DVD player in the standard way through the regular Download Center Media Player.
Having connected the player to the TV, we turn off all other playback sources - sound from DVD-RW and CD, while the player

must be turned off. If you install the program on a "clean" computer, without players and Windows Media Movie Maker
installed in the system, then after two or three minutes of loading, an error message "Supersite-0020.exe installed wrong"

appears (see screenshot). The buffer capacity of the UPnP player is 64 kb. The free screen is visible as in the screenshot below.
I didnâ€™t find in this article (maybe I didnâ€™t search well) links to online viewing of YouTube videos. Playback from a
USB storage device. Playback control, playlist switching and scaling are performed using the buttons on the front panel of the

player. The arrows serve to navigate to the current track (from the playlist) and back (zoom slider) with the appropriate settings.
When working with a USB drive, the player selects from the buffer the CD or DVD itself, on which it is launched. There are no

any kind of brakes and looping, but even when playing from a USB drive, after a few seconds of loading, a warning message
appears.Further work with USB drives is not possible. Setting up playback via the WEB-interface of the player When you first

start the player, you must log in
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